Dear Economics Students,

The Michigan Economics Society will be offering facilitated study sessions in Econ 101, Econ 102, and 401. The study sessions are oriented on group work. In other words, you and other economics students will meet and work together on HW problems or quiz questions. At the same time, you will be supervised by our qualified tutors who will help you with your homework and conceptual questions. Don’t miss out! It’s a great way to meet new people from class and learn more about the “world of economics.”

**Where:** Lorch 351F

**When:** Econ 101: 1:00pm-2:00pm, Sundays
Econ 102: 2:00pm-3:00pm, Sundays
Econ 401: 3:00pm-4:30pm, Sundays

Sincerely,

Arman Kayupov
(Faculty Liaison)

PS: Join MES!